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IGNFEATURE THE ERA OF ADAPTIVE EXPERIENCES: RETHINKING UNIVERSAL AND INCLUSIVE DES

When we view disability through the lensofdiversity—

usually defined by ethnicity, gender identification,
age, or other specific attributes—we appreciate
the uniqueness of the disability and embrace the

differences rather than shun them.
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the future, we can take heed of lessons from the

past to create adaptive, multimodal experiences

using voice, touch, gestures, and haptics to create

products that are situationally appropriate and

environmentally aware. This allows for both
freedom and empowerment, not just for aging

seniors, but for a growing cohort of people who

need and demand the next generation of digitally-

driven devices that will integrate seamlessly with

their lives. It’s a new era of adaptive experiences.

Disability drives innovation
In the summer of 1990, disability was in the

news as President H.W. Bush promised “equality,

independence and freedom” with the introduction
of the American Disabilities Act (ADA).

Wheelchair access in public and educational

venues has greatly improved with ADA, as has

awareness of people who have physical disabilities

or who are visually or hearing impaired. Simple

cues, such as constant beeping in an elevator, tell a

visually impaired person how many floors are being

passed, (While in these elevators, I was annoyed

by the sound until I realized it was a feature for the

blind.) Walking across the street, a similar sound

may be audible when the crosswalk signal

is green. Still, even with the advances of the last

several decades, people who have disabilitiesare

often discriminated against, and psychological

barriers continue to exist.

Michael Nesmith, a hearing-impaired designer

for Amazon, notes, “Disability drives innovation.

The existence of disability forces you to come up

with new solutions; it does not impair you. All

of us have a disability regardless of whether it is

physical, cognitive, emotional or even temporary.
What is your solution? Share it with us. It’s what

unifies us as humans.”

When we view disability through the lens of

diversity—usually defined by ethnicity, gender
identification, age, or other specific attributes—we

appreciate the uniqueness of the disability and

embrace the differences rather than shun them.

We are all uniquely abled in one

and bringing this mindset to ou:

design processes can drive in

way or another,

I research and

novative thinking and

problem-solving towards useful and Meanin,
solutions. In short, by actively addressingthe

challenging use cases that disabilities canPresent

we expand the range of product opportunitiesthat

might otherwise have been missed.
The key to capitalizing on these opportunities

is to refocus our design thinking on answering the

specific requirements created by disabilities, but
in such a way that can also benefit a broader

of users. Two such approaches are universaland

inclusive design.

Universal to inclusive,

accessible to adaptive

We may now consider the “curb cut” as ubiquitous,

but this iconic universal design concept, was born

in Berkeley, CA., in the 1960s amid a tumult of

protests, university politics, the Vietnam War,

and disabled veterans. From 1970 to 1974, the city

of Berkeley built the first planned wheelchair-

accessible route in the United States,incorporating

the dropped curb of Selwyn Goldsmith, author of

Designing for the Disabled (1963), who pioneered the

concept of free access to people with disabilities.

The principles of universal design emphasize

designing all products and building environments
to be usable by everyone regardless of their age or

ability. Although a design may be developed witha

specific disability in mind, it can end up benefiting

everybody. For example, a curb cut benefits not

only wheelchair users, but also anyone with wheels:

strollers, bikes, skateboards, shopping carts, and

more. Wikipedia defines universal design as“The

design of products and environments to be usable by
all people, to the greatest expect possible, without

the need for adaptation or specialized design”

Universal design is rooted in architecture and

environmental design. Ron Mace, who coined the

Phrase “universal design,” was an architect and

product designer who believed there was a WaY

to combine the concepts of barrier-free

and accessibility with universal principles,

as “a simple and intuitive use to create amore fot

usable world” When Mace started the Co

Universal Design at his alma mater, the UnlV in

of North Carolina, his goal was to create
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Section 508

Compliance
*1998

Voice-first technology, found in smart speakers

combined with artificial intelligence allows anew

level of control and interaction with a number of

devices, from your oven to your car. Voice-first

works great when at home or in your car, and

you have privacy. But as soon as you walk into a

grocery store or a bank, talking loudly to your device

makes you conspicuous. For corporations rethinking

their current product or service offering, or product

innovators looking for the Next Big Thing,creating

an adaptive experience means looking closely at a

variety of requirements based on situational need,

These adaptive experiences can be created for

anyone with a situational, temporary, or permanent

disability: in short, everyone.

Understanding these different situations and the

needs of the users that make them so compelling

is paramount. As with any innovation opportunity,

using research to reach out to these users to better

understand the scenarios and requirements is a key

component to any good design process.
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Contextual research:

building empathy
Colin was just 16 years old when he lost his sight

within a matter of months due to a genetic disease.

I spent a day with Colin in his last year of college,

shadowing him as he navigated his way from his

apartment in the Avenues of San Francisco toa

nearby cafe to eat lunch, then on the bus to the

University of San Francisco. During our time

together, Colin spoke about the changes in his life as

he learned to deal with his loss of vision. He spoke

of the fears he faced and the accomplishments he

was able to make while at the School for the Blind

in Colorado, where he learned how to use a cane,

understood how to live an independent life, and

developed a relationship with his seeing-eye dog

During lunch, Colin showed me how he used his
mobile device—using an embedded screenreader .

that was unintelligible to any sighted the

problem is, three quarters of the appsoffered»

App Store are not accessible to device a

—_—
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gisability, We need to understand the needs and
of people in the environment in which

they live, work, and play. Contextual research is

one of the most important aspects of designing

fot disabilities. It is impossible to reach the level
ofempathy needed to design universal or inclusive
golutions unless you can step into the shoes of

the person you are designing for. While it is not

always possible to go into the field and spend a day
with dozens of hard-to-find participants, I always

encourage designers and product owners to go into

the field at least once per quarter and get to know

the intended users of their designs.

When contextual in-field research is

prohibitive, digital ethnography (or digital diary
studies) is an excellent alternative. Using digital

ethnography, data is gathered by computer-
mediated communications or digital technologies

rather than direct observation of live or recorded

‘a, The digital ethnography approach allows

stoask questions, prompt for activities, and

areal sense of the user’s environment. Dscout

an excellent platform that allows multiple

‘iclpants to post “snippets” including micro-

eys, photos, and video into an easy-to-read

‘board. For international diary studies,

atsApp works well to capture longer video clips

interaction through cultural and language
‘ers. Especially in Japan—where having

‘N8ers at your home is definitely not the norm—

‘al ethnography allows easy access.

as much of the “why” as we do the “what,

  
  
  

Kelly Goto gofomedia fo
crvate digital products and

that are both research-driven and

people-friendly. She,
the field of design ethnography to
study contert across cultures, Her
work spans decades and is focused

on healthcare, education and life

changing medical devices and

   
 
 

Coming full circle
Designing smart products for home automation
becomes meaningful when we apply it to someone

like Colin, who wants to live independently in his

own home. Previously, designing for disability

was a niche focus, where adaptive and assistive

technologies were used to augment devices and

products so they worked for someone who had
low vision or was hearing-impaired. Now, due to

the rapidly aging population, there has never been

a greater need to utilize universal and inclusive

design principles to create solutions for the
disabled that will, in the end, benefit us all.

As designers who are shaping the products and

experiences of the future, we need to meet the real
needs of real people. We are tasked with creating

solutions that are not theoretical but implementable.

We can design rich experiences using context-aware

sensors and integrated modalities such as voice,

touch, and gestures. However, one fact remains:

creating something that is not only useful but also

meaningful requires a profound understanding of the

people we are designing for. m

technologies. Golo is a frequent

keynote speaker in the UX, CX.
Service Design and Aging 20

communities. Her acclaimed

book; that Works, is

an industry standard on user

experience design and used as
university curricula in at least
22 languages.
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